10 Tips for Taking Screen Breaks
Although computers, televisions, and phones can provide us with
unique benefits, it is important to regularly take breaks from screens.
Physical inactivity, such as sitting behind a screen all day, can increase
one’s risk of cognitive and physical health issues,1 - 2 and may get in the
way of family time. However, there are many ways we can balance
screen time, physical activity, and family connection – check out these
tips from experts and parents for taking healthy screen breaks: 3
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Remove television from kids’ bedrooms so
they are not tempted to watch it without
supervision or right before bed, which can
disrupt sleep

“We use a timer for screen time – after an
hour each day the phone shuts oﬀ and is
only used for calls and texts.”
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- Michael, parent of 2
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Make family mealtime a screen-free
environment; turn oﬀ the television and
have family members store their phones
in a large bowl during meals
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“Entertain kids with non-screen activities,
such as games, sports, and crafts!”

“My kids get to have screen time only
after their chores and daily responsibilities
are done.”
- BreAnne, parent of 4
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Ask kids and teens to help with daily tasks
such as cooking and cleaning
(Bonus: Let kids pick out the foods they
want to help cook)

(Bonus: Try these engaging mealtime
conversation starters!)
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Encourage family reading time as a
screen-free wind-down activity before bed
(Bonus: Let kids pick out the book to read)

- Jessica, parent of 1

If screens need to be used for longer
periods of time (e.g., schoolwork, jobs),
set an alarm that reminds you to move
and stretch every 30 minutes

“As a parent I can't have a double standard
on the screen time, so the 1-2 hour limits we
set go to us too.”
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Adults and teens: Set a positive example for
younger children by practicing these tips
with your family!

- Melanie, parent of 2
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